
 



CLASSE  -  ANNI 

CLASS    -   AGE 

CATEGORIE di PESO 

CATEGORY WEIGHT 

GRADO 

BELT 

DURATA INCONTRO 

MATCH  DURATION 

 

GOLDEN SCORE 

PESO OFFICIALE 

OFFICIAL WEIGHT 

INIZIO INCONTRI 

BEGININ MATCH 

GRUPPO/GROUP  < 1>

* UNDER 18 FEMALE 

(CADETTE ) 

* UNDER 18 FEMMIN. 

2001-2002- 2003 

 

KG:  –40,   -44, 

-48,  -52,  -57, 

-63,  -70,  + 70. 

 

SENZA 

LIMITE 
 

NO LIMIT

 

MIN.  4’ 
 

    

MIN. 1’ 
08:00  

ALLE/ TO 

09:00 (A.M.) 

 

09:30 

A.M. 

GRUPPO/GROUP  < 2>

* UNDER 18 MALE 
(CADETTI ) 

* UNDER 18 MASCHILI 

2001-2002- 2003 

KG:   -46,  –50, 

-55,  -60,  -66, 

-73,  -81,  -90,  

+90. 

SENZA 

LIMITE 
 

NO LIMIT 

 

MIN.  4’ 
 

    

MIN. 1’ 
08:00  

ALLE/ TO 

09:00(A.M.) 

 

09:30 

A.M. 

GRUPPO/ GROUP  < 3 > 

* UNDER 15 FEMALE 
(ESORDIENTI/ B ) 

* UNDER 15 FEMMIN. 

2004- 2005 

KG:   –40,   -44, 

-48,  -52,  -57, 

-63,  -70,  +70. 

SENZA 

LIMITE 
 

NO LIMIT 

 

MIN.  3’ 
 

    

MIN. 1’ 
10:00  

ALLE/ TO 

11:00 (A.M.) 

 

11:30 

A.M. 

GRUPPO / GROUP  < 4 > 

* UNDER 15 MALE 
(ESORDIENTI/ B ) 

* UNDER 15 MASCH. 

2004- 2005 

KG:    –40,   -45, 

-50,   -55,    -60, 

-66, -73, -81, +81. 

SENZA 

LIMITE 
 

NO LIMIT 

 

MIN.  3’ 
 

    

MIN. 1’ 
10:00  

ALLE/ TO 

11:00 (A.M.) 

 

11:30 

A.M. 

GRUPPO / GROUP < 5 > 

* UNDER 13 FEMALE 
(ESORDIENTI/ A ) 

* UNDER 13 FEMMIN. 

2006 

KG:  -36,  –40, 

-44,   -48,   -52, 

-57,    63,   +63 

SENZA 

LIMITE 
 

NO LIMIT 

 

MIN.  2’ 
 

    

MIN. 1’ 
12:00  

ALLE/ TO 

13:00 (A.M.) 

 

11:30 

P.M. 

GRUPPO / GROUP < 6 > 

* UNDER 13 MALE 
(ESORDIENTI/ A ) 

* UNDER 13 MASCH. 

2006 

KG: -36,–40,-45, 

-50,   -55,   -60, 

-66,   -73,   +73 
 

SENZA 

LIMITE 
 

NO LIMIT 

 

MIN.  2’ 

 

MIN. 1’ 

12:00  

ALLE/ TO 

13:00 (A.M.) 

 

13:30 

P.M. 

 



R E G U L A T I O N S   (1) 

1) ORGANIZATION: 

- Asd Bergamasca Sankàku BG, Info: Santo Pesenti (cell 339.79 48 445) e-mail info@santopesenti.it; 

- Judo Akiyama Mazzano Asd - C.S.I. Brescia Committee - Judo Section. 
 

 

2) ADHESIONS: 

The Sport Societies affiliated to the F.I.J.L.K.A.M.  - the Sport Societies affiliated to the Sports Promotion Entities recognized in the Federal Convention 

- the Foreign Sports Societies recognized in the EJU field and invited by the organization. 
 

 

3) CLASSES OF PARTICIPATING COMPETITORS: 

The event is open to male and female athletes  belonging  to  the  following classes: 

Group 1-2:  U.18 CADET M./F.;    Group 3-4:  U.15 Beginners /B M./F.;    Group 5-6: U.13 Beginners /A   M./F.  
 

 

4) PARTICIPATION: 

The sports club can participate and register the athletes as follows: 

a) participation with athletes  and the "individual" competitive classes;  

b) the event does not provide for the separation of the degree - belt. Participation in the event is then entrusted to the discretion of the Technical  

     Teacher who will evaluate the skills of his Athlete. 
 

 

5) GROUPINGS: 

The groupings of the athletes, the Grade, the weight categories, the race times and the Golden Score in progress are shown in the initial graph.  

The organization reserves the right to carry out any accumulation of weight by athletes who are only in the category - with prior consent on the place 

of competition of their own Istructor belonging to the Athlete. 
 

 

6) ELIMINATORY GROUP AND DRAW: 

The event takes place with a "double recovery" group. The draw of poule is done in a computerized form. The categories with less than three 

competitors will play the Italian round.  
 

 

7) WEIGHT OPERATIONS: 

The weight operations are carried out in the times shown in the initial graph. Weight takes place in an enclosed area - separated by males and 

females: 

* Males are weighed with briefs with a tolerance of 100gr 

* Females are weighed in a body (similar to a bathing suit) with a tolerance of 100gr 
 

 

8) RACE AREAS: 

For the competitions within the structure will be set up nr. 3 tatami regulations (7 x 7 + 3 meters protection area). 
 

 

9) ARBITRATION: 

Central single arbiter. The UdG (Referees and Presidents of the Jury), will be summoned in number necessary to conduct the competitions by the 

Regional Commissioner UdG of the CrL FIJLKAM - with the support of the Provincial Commissioner UdG of the C.S.I. - Brescia Committee.  
 



10) AWARDS: 

For the athletes of the competitive classes:  

a) Cadets - Beginners /B - Beginners / A for men and women: medals for the first 4 athletes  and classified in the respective weight categories;  

b) Cup for the first five classified the teams.  

     Competitors who will not be present at the awards ceremony will be deemed to have renounced the prizes won. 
 

 

11) RANKING SCORE: 

The score given in the individual competition is as follows:  

a) points 10 to the Athlete MF first classified;  

b) points 8 to the Athlete MF second classified;  

c) points 6 to the athlete MF third ex classified. 
 

 

 

12) QUOTE THE PARTICIPATION: 

€ 12. (twelve) for Athlete.   The quotas, separated by class, must be carried out by bank transfer on the c / c established and at the same time as the 

pre-registration of the athletes. 
 

 

13) REGISTRATION METHOD: 

The pre-registrations of the Athletes are mandatory and must only take place <online> with the "Sport Data Set" program  by May 2, 2018 - 24:00. 
The payment of the established quota of the athletes must be done with the pre-registration of the athletes for bank transfer method within the 

established term.  The fee is to be paid to the c / c payable to:  

Asd Bergamasca Sankàku - IBAN  IT37E0894053780000000011212  - BIC  Code ICRAITRRQ40 

Failure to pre-register by bank transfer leads to an increase of € 3 if the registration is paid in the tender. The sports club is required to send a copy of 

the On Line registration and bank transfer made to the email address  info@santopesenti.it - by the established date. 
 

 

 

14) RESPONSIBILITY:  

Each competitor is responsible for his actions, so any form of personal or sports insurance is totally at the expense of the sports club of origin of the 

athletes. The Asd Bergamasca Sankaku, the Judo Akiyama Mazzano Asd, the Municipal Administration of Mazzano; the Company NBB Brescia SSd a Rl 

Palasport Manager; the C.S.I. Brescia Committee; the Technical Sponsors and the Contracting Companies of the event declined any responsibility for 

any damage, shortages, accidents to people and / or things of competitors, Race Officials, third parties and people generally present in the premises, 

which could occur during the course of the race or, in relation to the organization of the same, before, during and after the sporting event. 
 

 

15) FINAL DISPOSITIONS:  

a) this regulation may undergo variations due to optimal organizational requirements;  

b) during the event each participating sports club must be represented by at least one responsible Technical Teacher;  

c) should program changes occur, the Sports Clubs and Technical Teachers can be promptly notified, provided that they send their pre-registration of  

     their athletes  participants within the permitted deadlines (2 May 2018) and transmitting the nr. mobile phone of the Technician holder and       
     /or of the accompanist of the Athletes and to be contacted;  

 



d) with the registration of the athletes, having taken note of the information note on the ''privacy '' pursuant to article 13 of the D.L. 196/2003, give  

     consent so that the organizers of the event can process their personal data and any photos that are common and sensitive as far as the competition  

     is concerned, pursuant to the aforementioned Decree;  

e) for logistical communications, program of the event, pre-registration online and in the eventual hotel booking, contact the contacts in the  

     "Info Point and Courtesy Assistance“   
 

16) INFO POINT and COURTESY ASSISTANCE (EXCLUSIVELY BY E-MAIL):  

a) OPERATIONAL OFFICE:              Asd Bergamasca Sankàku Bergamo  ***  e-mail   info@santopesenti.it;    

b) ASSISTANCE FOR REGISTRATION PROCEDURES OF "SPORT DATA SET":              ELENA MARZORARI e-mail  marzoratielena@gmail.com;     

c) RACE PROGRAM:              SANTO PESENTI  e-mail  info@santopesenti.it;  

d) ACCREDITATION IN OFFICE:               BRUNA BETTONI  e-mail  bruna.bettoni@hotmail.com; 

e) INFO ACCOUNT OF THE RACE:               PANCRAZIO PIOVANELLI  e-mail   pancrazio.piovanelli@gmail.com; 

f)  HOTEL REQUEST:               SANTO PESENTI  e-mail  info@santopesenti.it;  
 

(1) Note: this regulation has been translated with the Google traslator system. We apologize for any remelted 
 

 

MAZZANO ( BRESCIA ) ITALY                                                          

KM      40  From   VERONA                                                                                                                             

KM    100  From   MILAN  

KM    180  Fron    VENICE    

 

                                           

 

                                                                          

AIRPORT  Of   VERONA                                   KM.  40                                                                                                                             

AIRPORT  Of   BERGAMO –ORIO al SERIO  KM.  50 

AIRPORT  Of   MILANO/LINATE                     KM.  90                                                                

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      


